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OGMCOAL DNR <ogmcoal@utah.gov>

Skyline- Electric Lake Discharge (#6191)
2 messages

Steve Christensen <stevechristensen@utah.gov> Wed, Sep 23, 2020 at 9:25 AM
To: Gregg Galecki <ggalecki@wolverinefuels.com>
Cc: OGMCOAL DNR <ogmcoal@utah.gov>, Dana Dean <danadean@utah.gov>, Chris Hansen
<chansen@wolverinefuels.com>, Taylon Earl <TEarl@wolverinefuels.com>

Good morning Gregg,

I wanted to follow up on our phone conversation regarding the Electric Lake Discharge Line amendment.  As we
discussed, there are components to the amendment that are either missing or need to be revised.  I asked the staff to
take a closer look at the amendment and let me know what they'd need to sign off on it.  I've compiled the list below. 

At this point, given the amount of information that's outstanding, we're returning the amendment.  Once the items below
have been addressed and the outstanding information added, re-submit the amendment and we'll jump on this
and  proceed to a formal technical review. 

It's my understanding that the BLM is requiring an exploration permit for the project.  As the project is on-lease, it's my
further understanding that the Forest's involvement will be to simply concur with the BLM's exploration permit.  That said,
we would need the finalized exploration permit in order to allow the construction phase of the project to be initiated. In
recent discussions with the agencies, I was told that it should be finalized in a few weeks.

From DOGM's perspective, in the event that the only remaining piece for this project to receive final approval is the
updated UPDES permit, we could issue a conditional approval that would allow you to begin construction.  The condition
would be that active discharging into Electric Lake could not be initiated until the UPDES permit is finalized by DWQ.  

Additional Amendment Information:  

1. Dwg 1.6-3, Skyline Mine Permit Area, needs to be replaced with the most recently approved version. The one in the
amendment is out of date. It  does not show the powerline connecting across the roads and its table of total permit area
states 136.95 acres (should be 147.24 acres)

2,Dwg 1.6-3A,  Buried Pipe and Power Lines, must be revised to include a legend for the red dashed line shown in the
location of the buried power line for UPDES 005 discharge location.

3. Provide the credentials of Dr. Stevens, Alpine Ecological Soil Survey  The cover letter should be on Alpine Ecological
letterhead or the Alpine Ecological address should be included in the report. One soil pit to 66 cm (25 inches) is not
adequate for the purpose of this proposal which will require trenching to probably 4 feet.  After speaking with you, it's my
understanding that Dr. Stevens has been contacted to dig an additional soil test pit. The soil information in the
amendment will then need to be updated with that data.  There are two soil types indicated by the two vegetation types.
Thus there should be two pits investigated.  The soil survey did not include any soil sampling by horizon, which is part of
the survey information

4. Page 1-35 needs to be revised. The disturbance area listed does not include the larger area required for drilling and
trench burial, which will be contemporaneously reclaimed down to the operational area. The larger area is described on p.
2-120(m).  The additional disturbed area is the larger area described on p. 2-120 (m)  and 3-31(d) as 110 ft x 125 ft pad
and 30 ft x 330 ft trench.

5. Cultural Resources-  The amendment must include the archaeology report and Forest service documentation and SHPO
concurrence letter. 

6.  The text on the bonding sheets (particularly the vegetation sheet) is very blurry and illegible.  Please submit clearer
copies of the bonding sheets.

7.  Need additional design/construction information (drawings and narrative).  Please provide design drawings/schematics
(plan, cross section, profile)  illustrating how the pipeline will be installed.  We need more specific design/construction
information for the pipeline and its associated components both during construction and what it will look like post-
construction.
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8.  Provide a smaller scale drawing that demonstrates or allows the reviewers to ascertain the proximity of the pipeline to
the public road. 

9.  .Provide a narrative as to how the pipeline will be constructed (how deep will it be buried, how far above the surface
will the pipe and flow meter valves project etc.).  In the narrative discuss the proximity to the adjacent public road. 

10.  Revise Section 2.5, PHC to address potential impacts to Electric Lake and the stream channel during low flow
periods (i.e. potential surface hydrology impacts). 

11.  Please label Rich White's report as Appendix A-5, as it is referenced as such multiple times. 

12.  Provide an updated  Water Monitoring Location map to include site CS-36 where water will be sampled on the
surface. 

13.  Provide Plate 3.2.5-1.  The amendment refers to this drawing but it appears to not be included with the amendment. 

14.  Provide a drawing and explanation in the narrative as to where this well is going to be intercepting the mine
workings.  We need more detail than "Mine 5".  

15.  Revise the Stream Buffer Zone section of the permit.

16.  Provide finalized DWQ UPDES permit.  

17.  Provide finalized BLM exploration permit. 

18.  Provide documentation to DOGM that a non-production well permit has been obtained from the Division of Water
Rights. 

That's what we have at this point. As always, give me a call if you have questions or want to discuss this further. 

Regards,
Steve

-- 
Steve Christensen, Coal Program Manager
Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
1594 W North Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(801) 538-5350 w
(385) 290-9937 c
stevechristensen@utah.gov
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